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Supplemental Investigation Questionnaire Hoist Machine Operator Class C 

LICENSE AUTHORIZATION 

This license authorizes a NYC licensee to take charge of or operate specified classes of hoisting 
machines of a limited size and capacity.   
 

 Class C1, is a license to operate wheel mounted cranes with telescoping, hydraulic, articulating or 
folding booms, including jobs and any other extensions to the boom, not exceeding 200 feet in 
length with a manufacturer’s rated capacity of 50 tons or less;  

 Class C2, is a license to operate boom trucks with telescoping, hydraulic, articulating or folding 
booms, including jibs and any other extensions to the boom, not exceeding 200 feet in length with 
a manufacturer’s rated capacity of 50 toms or less;  

 Class C3, is a license to operate boom trucks with telescoping, hydraulic, articulating or folding 
booms, including jibs and any other extensions to the boom, not exceeding 135 feet in length with 
a manufacturer’s rated capacity of three tons or less, used exclusively for the erection, 
maintenance or removal of signs.  

 

QUALIFICATIONS 
 
As of today, I have the following qualifications. Please check all that apply: 
 

 I am at least eighteen (18) years old 

 I am able to read and write the English language 

 I am of good moral character  

 I am fit to perform the work authorized by the license  

 I have a valid NCCCO or CIC Certification Card, as per 1 RCNY 104-09 

In addition, as of today I have the following level of experience: 
 

 I Have at least two (2) years of experience (minimum) within three (3) years prior to applying for a 
Hoisting Machine Operator; 

 
       If within NYC: 
 

 Under the direct and continuing supervision of a Class A, B, or C Hoisting Machine Operator 
licensed by the Department, and including outrigger placements incorporating at least one 
hundred (100) crane set ups. 

If Outside of NYC: 

 Under the direct and continuing supervision of a Hoisting Machine Operator licensed in an 
urban area of comparable density within the United States that regulates cranes, including 
outrigger placements incorporating at least one hundred (100) crane set ups.  

o At least one (1) year of the qualifying two (2) years of experience above must have 
been in New York City or in an urban area of comparable density within the United 
States. 
 

I, _____________________________, declare and acknowledge that the New York City Department of 
Buildings is allowing me to submit my documentation prior to their investigation of my fitness and 
qualifications for licensure. I fully understand that it is my responsibility to ensure that I have met the 
qualifications and specific requirements applicable to the particular license for which I am applying.  I 
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understand that by checking the boxes above I am agreeing to submit satisfactory proof establishing that 
I have met the applicable license requirements. 

 
 

Name (print) 

Notarization  

State of New York, County of: 

Notary Seal  

Signature  

Sworn to or affirmed under penalty of perjury             

        Day of                                      20 

Date Notary Signature 

 


	declare and acknowledge that the New York City Department of: 
	CheckBox2: 0
	Name (print): 



